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The Group Committee normally meets on the first Tuesday of each month, at the Visitor Centre, Astbury
You are welcome to contact any member of the Committee if you have any requests, suggestions, ideas or 
comments (positive or negative) for the Group.
Commercial products or services mentioned in this Newsletter are included solely in case they are of 
interest to readers. Inclusion does not imply any recommendation by the Group or by IAM RoadSmart. 
Opinions expressed by contributors are not necessarily those of the Group or the Institute.
Congleton and Macclesfield Advanced Drivers and Riders (CAMADAR) is an affiliated group of the 
Institute of Advanced Motorists, no 5212.

About CAMADAR

Chairman John Twigg 01260 297321 johntwigg@freeuk.com
Secretary Graham Board 07977 053702 secretary@congletoniam.org.uk
Treasurer Jeff Cowell 01270 668714 mrjeffcowell@googlemail.com
Membership Secretary Matt Gardiner 07751 235735 membershipsec@congletoniam.org.uk
Lead Observer (Car) Tim Hawkins 01663 746226 timhawkins63@icloud.com
Lead Observer (Motorcycle) 
and Section Leader

Scott Walker 07763 353135 scottrichardwalker88@gmail.com

Members Linda Maddock 01270 874310 maddockrandl@btinternet.com
Jonathan Copnall 01260 408432 jonathan@rowline.plus.com
Allan Freeman 01270 878614 allan.freeman@outlook.com
Andy Macdonald 01625 434769 andy@vacuumformers.co.uk

Newsletter Editor Stewart Lowthian 07851 280137 editor@congletoniam.org.uk

Social Meetings at 
Astbury Village Hall

Motorcycle Group 
Social Rideouts

These are planned for the following dates:

The CAMADAR Social Ride Registration Form must 
be completed, in advance, by any CAMADAR group 
member, or invited guest, who wishes to partake in 
the abovementioned social rides. This is to ensure the 
safety of all those present and equip the designated 
Lead Rider with the necessary contact information in 
case of emergency. This registration form should be 
completed before each and every social ride as contact 
information can change, as can the information 
provided by CAMADAR within the social ride 
briefing document.

We hope to resume meetings at Astbury Village 
Hall in November. If anyone has any suggestions for 
speakers then the committee would be very glad to 
receive them.
Monthly motorcycle group social meetings have 
resumed at the Waggon and Horses on the A34 
Manchester Road, CW12 2JD gathering from about 
6.30pm and finishing about 9.30pm on the third 
Wednesday of each month.

22nd August 19th September 31st October
28th November 12th December

https://forms.gle/1b37rwd1hDZmpQ2EA
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Letter from the Chairman

And from the Editor
As John said above, we’re oganising our Group 
AGM for October 20th at Astbury Golf Club with 
Councillor Craig Browne, who’s Chair of the 
Highways and Transport Committee at Cheshire East 
Council, as our guest speaker. The hire of the venue 
is significantly reduced if booked by a member of the 
golf club so if any of our members are also Astbury 
Golf Club members then could they please contact our 
Secretary, Graham Board, whose telephone number 
and email address are on page 2.

As he mentions above, John and I would like very 
much to introduce debate to the pages of the Newsletter. 
Next month we hope to introduce Speaker’s Corner as 
a place for exchanging opinions on subjects relevant 
to motoring. I cannot believe that we all hold identical 
opinions so I hope we can engage in a measure of 
mutual mind-broadening within these pages.

This edition is disproportionately about our 
motorcycling members. It’s perhaps inevitable as 
motorcycling is, in principle, socially distanced and 
done with a face covering but I’d very much like to 
be able to publish contributions from all members 
rather than just a subset of us. That includes cover 
photographs of interesting vehicles and places to 
drive them to. The alternative is more from my 
collection of nostalgic photographs of Triumph and 
BMW motorcycles.

Speaking of nostalgia, John sent me a copy of the 
Group’s first newsletter, dated March 1994 which 
I’ve reproduced on page 7. My first thought is that 
that’s 27 years of supporting drivers who aspire to a 
higher standard than the DVSA and its predecessors 
required. My second thought is that quite a lot of what 
was written then applies equally today. The second 
paragraph uses bold italic capitals to emphasise YOUR 
group. That paragraph will never be redundant. 

I speculate, based on the handwritten notes and 
corrections that what I have is a draft typed on headed 
paper then photocopied for distribution. Personal 
computers and word-processing software were by 
no means as common then as they are now, when 
computers are relatively inexpensive and software, 
whether simply for word-processing or for publishing 
to a professional standard, can be obtained free and 
legally. Producing this newsletter would be possible 
without modern software but the time and effort 
needed would be unrealistic, even for the idle retired 
like me.

The cover photo is of Kerry Tinker and was taken by 
Wayne Patton at Bala during the July social ride. See 
page 5 for more of what you missed by not joining 
in.

Stewart Lowthian

The Editor’s inclusion of the Group’s first Newsletter 
will no doubt stir memories, especially from our many 
long standing members. I am always humbled how 
many of our original members are still supporting 
us and freely giving of their time and enthusiasm.  
It is also one sign of how things have changed - the 
professional quality of today’s Newsletter is a far cry 
from the sheet of A4 bashed out on an old typewriter.

And think how much motoring and riding has 
changed in the 27 years that we have been in existence.  
But there is one sad constant. We continue to see too 
many deaths and serious injuries on our roads, and 
thus the continuing need for us to promote better, safer 
driving and riding. The evidence is overwhelming. 
Of the 3 road safety ‘Es’, Education remains the 
most effective and cheapest solution compared to 
Enforcement & Engineering (road design).

That is why I am so pleased that we are well on the 
way to resuming our pre-covid activities. Personally, 
I am looking forward to my new car associate and I 
know the other observers are equally keen to get back 
on the road.  Elsewhere in this edition, you will see 

that we are now planning an actual rather than virtual 
AGM in October. I hope we will see as many of you 
as possible as we relaunch our programme of training, 
events and marketing.

Can I add my voice to that of the Editor (see 
below) and ask for you to help make our new feature 
- Speaker’s Corner - become a regular - and much 
read - feature.  You have a wealth of knowledge, 
experience and opinions. Please  share them for the 
benefit of everyone!  Or do we have our own ‘Mr 
Grumpy’ hidden in our ranks who would be happy to 
share their thoughts (under a pseudonym) ?  [Editor’s 
note - this is a provocative, sometimes humorous 
topical column in the weekly Congleton Chronicle]

I want to close with special thanks to the Committee 
for helping us get through the very challenging last 
18 months; ensuring the survival of the group and 
enabling us to quickly restart our activities and 
building on the success we have enjoyed since those 
first nervous steps were taken back in 1994.

John Twigg
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School’s out but you never stop learning…
From our Lead Observer for Cars

I’ve spent some time looking at GCSE physics 
examination papers recently (it’s a long story, and 
I’ll spare you!) In particular I have been studying 
questions to do with driving. Here are a some actual 
GCSE questions from recent papers.

The answers are on page 11 

Figure 1 opposite shows a car travelling around a 
bend in the road. The car is travelling at a constant 
speed. There is a resultant force acting on the car. 
This resultant force is called the centripetal force.

1.  In which direction A, B, C or D does the cen-
tripetal force act on the car?

2. State the name of the force that provides the cen-
tripetal force.

3. State two factors that affect the size of the cen-
tripetal force acting on the car.

The stopping distance of a car is the sum of the 
thinking distance and the braking distance. The 
table below from the Highway Code shows how the 
thinking distance and braking distance vary with 
speed.

4. What is meant by the braking distance of a ve-
hicle?

The table above refers to a car in good mechanical 
condition driven by an alert driver.

5. Explain why the stopping distance of the car in-
creases if the driver is very tired.

6. A student looks at the data in the table and 
writes the following: 
Thinking distance is proportional to speed 
Braking distance is proportional to speed 
Explain whether the student is correct.

7. Do you think the data in the Highway Code is 
likely to be reliable?  Circle your answer. 
Yes No Maybe  
Give a reason for your answer.

8. Hybrid cars have an electric engine and a petrol 
engine. This type of car is often fitted with a re-
generative braking system. A regenerative brak-
ing system not only slows a car down but at the 
same time causes a generator to charge the car’s 
battery.

State and explain the benefit of a hybrid car being 
fitted with a regenerative braking system.

9. A local council has reduced the speed limit from 
30 miles per hour to 20 miles per hour on a few 
roads. The reason for reducing the speed limit 
was to reduce the number of accidents. A lo-
cal newspaper reported that a councellor said: 
“It will be much safer because drivers can react 
much faster when driving at 20 miles per hour 
than when driving at 30 miles per hour.” This 
statement is wrong. Why?

10. A car accelerates from 0 to 60 mph (miles per 
hour) in about 9 seconds. Use the relationship  
1m/s = 2.24mph Estimate the acceleration for 
this car in m/s². 
A 1m/s² 
B 3m/s² 
C 7m/s² 
D 15 m/s²
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On Wednesday the talk was weather warnings and 
torrential downpours today was the polar opposite 
with the ride out starting at the usual spot with a great 
attendance of 17 Riders, the lead rider decided to try 
and keep us as one group to see if we could finish that 
way. Oops ☺

We started out from the usual starting place at 
Barthomley services with a dash cross country for a 
breakfast date at Dinky’s. This part of the run saw 
us use some less than well trodden routes consisting 
of mainly B roads, one person was heard to say “I 
didn’t dare accelerate when we got on an A road as I 
knew we wouldn’t be on it for long” Dinky’s took 1:30 
which must be some long distance record for getting 
there. Breakfast was order and Giant buns loaded 
with sausage / bacon / eggs were soon dispensed and 
disappeared. We took a little longer at Dinky’s than 
we hoped due to a small mishap but everyone’s well 
and home safe. From Dinky’s we set route for the 
magnificent Lake Vyrnwy the roads much to peoples 
delights opened up in Wales and gave people chance 
for a well earned breather, little did they know what 
was in store for them. A quick photo stop on the Dam 
wall in the blazing heat and were underway again (who 
said I wasn’t a hard task master). We skirted around 
the south side of the lake which is beautiful at any 
time of the year but especially vibrant in the summer 
sun on it. The lake was soon left behind as we headed 
up a single track (what more single track I hear the 
cry) toward Eunant and up up up to have a quick rest / 
photo stop at the top of Bwlch-y-groes. The view into 
Snowdonia from here is truly stunning the pictures 

do not do it justice, couple that to lady luck on our 
side and it was viewed in the very best of weather, if 
you were not there today I can only urge you to try a 
journey up there to see it for yourselves. After a long 
down hill stint we were at the southern end of Bala 
lake for a quick fuel stop then a not so quick Ice cream 
stop @ Bala lake foreshore ☺. Eventually we were 
under way again taking the main roads thorough and 
out of Bala past the Rhug in into Corwen. Don’t worry 
our ride leader had not gone soft he had more lanes in 
store for us turning off the nice open wide relaxing 
A5 at Glyndnfrdw crossing first the train line then the 
river Dee to start another climb up to the back of the 
3rd of the 3 Peaks Moel Morfydd looking down on 
Bryneglwys, the view up here again is one you really 
need to experience looking back into Snowdonia 
over Corwen, its just fantastic we were riding past a 
majestic red kite hunting on the thermals coming up 
the hill side. At this point time was starting to get the 
better of us so some of the ride was cut (don’t worry 
guys we have it in the bag for another day). We headed 
up behind the Ponderosa a little back road hardly used 
allowed us to avoid the horseshoe pass. Unfortunately 
some of our ride group decided they had a desire to 
stop off and enjoy the Ponderosa café which is where 
we lost touch with them. From here a quick trip to 
Llangollen / Wrexham / Broxton crossing the A49 and 
heading back to Nantwich to say our farewells. 

Cracking ride enjoyed by all and great job done by 
the guys who organised it I would also like to say a 
special thanks to everyone for the second man drop 
off, from where I was sat you all did a stunning job.

The July Social Ride
Led and described by Wayne Patton
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As well as introducing a new training programme 
for associates, we would like to introduce some new 
observers! Would you consider joining our observing 
team and becoming a local observer?

Benefits 

• Improve your own driving standard 
and keep up-to-date

• Access free training and support
• Contribute to road safety 
• Meet a wide range of interesting people

What qualifications do I need to be a Local 
Observer?

To apply you must:
• Be a full IAM RoadSmart member
• Be a member of the Congleton 

and Macclesfield group 
• Have approval of your local group committee

How do I receive training?

Your group will take you through a training 
programme during which you’ll build a portfolio of 
evidence. Training is arranged at times to suit you.

How many assessed sessions do I have?

The course is designed around you, but two theory 
and six on-the-road sessions would be a minimum. 
The course has to be completed within twelve months.

Who pays for the qualification?

IAM RoadSmart pays for your registration and the 
qualification. Training is free.

Do Observers have to commit a lot of time?

No. You can train an associate then have a break 
before your next one. Observed drives are fortnightly, 
so if you have an associate, your commitment is about 
four hours per month (2 X 2 hour sessions). Fixed-
length courses should help reduce training time.

Observer Taster

Can I have a taster session? Yes! Email 
timhawkins63@icloud.com

How would that work?

We would meet at the Beefeater restaurant next 
door to Tytherington Premier Inn, Macclesfield.

Coffee and a chat then a short drive, I would drive 
my car, and we would do some activities on the road 
to give you an idea what observing and observer 
training involves

Duration - about one hour. No obligation to continue 
with training.

Available from July - book now!
Tim Hawkins

Join our Observing team

Matt FreestoneKeith Saywell

We have two test successes to celebrate. Keith Saywell 
and Matt Freestone, both observed by Graham Board, 

are now full members. Welcome and congratulations 
to you both.

Two test successes
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Sat around chatting with a few friends and the 
conversation moved over to big epic rides. Lockdown 
in full swing so choices were very limited. I had read 
an article about the Welsh 360 showing North Wales 
in all its glory. Looking at the route it appear a tad 
on the tame side, so having referred to a few other 
GPX files I hit upon an idea of the Welsh one day BIG 
ride out. Dropping pins in the map and the final tally 
came out to be 460 therefore the Welsh 460 was born. 
Obviously excited to share this vision I chatted it over 
with a few friends (OK anyone that would listen), one 
of which said if your doing it in a day why not make 
it the longest day of the year and add some spice by 
making it all the way round before dark!. Don’t get 
me wrong this was a marathon and not a sprint and by 
any means undertaking this sort of ride on these roads 
is not for the  faint-hearted. 

As the day grew closer there were sceptics in the 
mix who said it can’t be done. My attitude was what 
the hell: lets give it a go and if we fail we failed trying. 
Ultimately I believe due to the late time inviting 
people and the fact it was on a Monday the numbers 
were low and in the final weeks dropped to the point 
where in the end I had only one loyal follower Dan, 
good on ya pal. 

8 am sharp start from Broxton roundabout and the 
trip was all systems go with a breakfast stop planned 
for Betws-y-Coed, heading through Wrexham and 
Coedpoeth taking the normal roads we have ridden a 
thousand times before until we then hit the first of the 
single track lanes to Llanarman-yn-lal. Never heard 
of it? No nor had we till that day. We had a little fun 
with a Volvo driver who though the best thing they 
could do on the single track lane was reverse over the 
2 big daft bikes with lights on 20 feet behind them. A 
toot of the Denali soon alerted them to the usefulness 

The Welsh 460
Another of Wayne Patton‘s adventures

of a mirror☺. The route wound through a lot of small 
but fun lanes passing small unpronounceable villages 
eventually coming out in Bala where it was up towards 
Blaenau Ffestiniog. 

Now being a Monday and Wales still partially 
locked down the roads were not that busy which 
meant we got to keep up a reasonable pace and pretty 
much have the place to ourselves. All too soon we 
arrived in Betws, looking at the covid regulations 
and considering both of us had eaten earlier it was 
a quick stop with the additional load of a second 
breakfast skipped, we were back on the go. Next 
stop Colwyn Bay Motorcycle for a quick pit stop and 
to put in a warranty claim as the mighty KTM had 
soggy bobbins on the rear disk (Ouch). Quick push 
on from there up the A55 (dual carriage way isn’t that 
cheating I hear no a well earned rest I say).Dropping 
into Bangor and over the old Menai bridge we toured 
the East and North coast of Anglesey. I could tell 
you how great the roads were and how fantastic the 
scenery but it would not do it justice you will have 
to look for yourselves.  Now this was my first come 
to think of it my only mistake on the route, we went 
around Holyhead honestly for me I wont do that again 
as I did not consider it that special compared to where 
we had been and  it was awfully slow going with too 
many blooming tourists!. 

Back on the A55 after four mile bridge (strangely 
it has a bridge a couple of hundred yards never did 
understand how that worked ☺). Back round the west 
side of Anglesey and so much again to see with its 
breath taking scenery and views back into Snowdonia 
are truly amazing, I especially loved the fact the red 
squirrel population on Anglesey is thriving and those 
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the Welsh 460 and we were on the home run. Dual 
carriage ways and roundabouts were a pleasure to 
behold having not seen many of them. BUT then the 
dashboard on my super reliable KTM decides its time 
to throw a spanner in the works and I get the lovely 
“Tyre pressure is low” warning, I try reasoning with 
myself saying “ahh its noting , bloody electronics 
playing up you know what they say about these 
KTM’s” I cant feel the tyre deflating but sure enough 
the pressure shows 35psi not 42 when I check. It then 
drops to 30 and eventually when we pulled into the 
petrol station we were down at 25 Psi. Now Dan looks 
at me with a quizzical “Why ?” I ask him “what’s 
the worst that could happen to us at this point of the 
trip?” Approaching 9pm he looks at me as if he had 
done something wrong as I explain I’m sure I saw him 
smile ☺ when he realised he had not. We set about 
a short discussion about the best plug to use Rubber 
rope (My choice) or a Tire plugger plug (He favoured) 
must send him the YouTube video claiming them not 
to be safe!.. It was my tyre so Rubber rope with a spot 
of glue by the time I had reamed the hole out and set 
the new plug in place the tyre had only lost 5 psi more. 
A few minutes with the noisy as hell compressor and 
we were good to go. Incidentally the puncture had 
been from a staple the sort used in a staple gun I do 
hope there were not more people caught out by these. 

Tentatively we set out back on our way up north 
again to finish what had been an excellent day. 

We parted company and headed in our separate 
ways from Broxton roundabout somewhat contented 
by what we had achieved. As I rolled up and put my 
bike away the clock showed 502.4 miles in the day and 
didn’t my backside know it but what a day. Thanks to 
Dan for his support throughout this absolute hell of a 
ride out. 

I hope to try and do the same again next year, so 
guys and girls I lay down the challenge to one and 
all get a date in your diary for the longest day of the 
year next year (Tuesday 21st June 2022). You have 
plenty of time to get bike fit between now and then 
get ready to come challenge yourselves on the Welsh 
460 Marathon.

over zealous grey ones are not welcome STAY OUT. 
Quick fuel up in Caernarfon and allow blood to run 

back to parts it felt like hadn’t had enough for too long 
(where was my air cushion seat, I remember hanging 
on my garage wall) we were on our way again, as 
per usual for Caernarfon the roads were all dug up, 
they had exceeded expectations this time and had 
managed to dig it in 3 different places with about ½ 
mile between each with not thought for synchronising 
the lights meant the traffic build up was quite sever 
despite it being a Monday. 

All those poor people in those tin boxes: definitely 
glad to be on 2 wheels. From here we headed to 
Nefyn, we had a lunch stop at a small petrol station 
here that oozed a wonderful cooked beef smell as they 
had a “we sell everything” shop in the garage and 
the hot beef bap was absolutely amazing, then on to 
Aberdaron yay! More single track high hedge roads, 
you had to have you wits about you but thankfully 
the roads were quiet and again the views were simply 
stunning. Soon enough we hit more open roads 
heading toward Portmeiron coming very close to 
where we had been a good few hours earlier in the 
day heading north. This time we sailed on nice big 
open well maintained roads past Dolgellau and on to 
Machynlleth ultimately turning left at Aberystwyth. 
From here we picked up the Elan valley road WOW 
in fact WOW again. Single track wide open we could 
have been on the moon it was truly amazing and 
indescribable, this brought us ultimately to Rhayader 
and civilisation again. From here across to Crossgates 
and were heading north to Newtown, we managed to 
hit a small amount of rain here which as it was fresh 
rain after a dry period left the roads a tad precarious 
and care was duly taken. The rain was soon left behind 
and another fuel stop in Newtown we were good to go 
again. New were heading roughly in the direction of 
Shrewsbury and were looking at 8 pm we’ve been out 
12 hours although I have to say it didn’t feel that long 
as we had seen so much. 

Approaching Shrewsbury and you could feel 
some excitement building (no not for Shrewsbury) 
but we were fast approaching the first time round 
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The Highway Code Quiz Answers:
Part 2

15. Which of these signs gives orders?

[ ] (a)
[*] (b)
[ ] (c)
[*] (d)
16. What is the advice given regarding metal covers?
[ ] (a) Avoid them at all costs
[*] (b) Avoid them where you can
[ ] (c) Ride over them slowly
[ ] (d) Accelerate over them
17. At night cats’ eyes indicate the type of white lines 
along the centre of the road. If the white line is a 
hazard line how would the cat’s eyes be situated?
[*] (a) One in every gap
[ ] (b) One in every third gap
[ ] (c) One in every second gap
[ ] (d) Wherever possible
18. References are made to the amount of paint used 
in road markings. Is it:
[ ] (a) The less paint the more road signs
[ ] (b) The more paint the easier the hazard
[*] (c) The more road paint the greater the danger
[ ] (d) The less road paint the greater the danger
Updated March 2021 [Version GCMar21.3]
19. What should you do about ‘unofficial’ road signs?
[ ] (a) Ignore them
[*] (b) Make use of them
[ ] (c) Treat them with contempt
[ ] (d) Remove them
20. One way of keeping a safe distance on fast roads 
is by leaving a gap between you and the vehicle in 
front. An easy way to time this gap is by saying:
[*] (a) Only a fool breaks the two second rule
[ ] (b) Only a fool breaks the one second rule
[ ] (c) Only a fool breaks the three second rule
[ ] (d) Only a fool breaks the half second rule

21. Which of these signs gives directions?

[*] (a)
[ ] (b)
[ ] (c)
[ ] (d)
22. Sharp Testing is?
[ ] (a) Testing the severity of a bend.
[ ] (b) An intake of breath when scared.
[*] (c) A method of testing motorcycle helmets
[ ] (d) Checking for damage on a motorcycle
23. What is the ‘limit point’?
[ ] (a) A point where your view reappears
[*] (b) The furthest point along the road to which you 
have an uninterrupted view of the road surface
[ ] (c) The farthest point along the road that you can 
see clearly without vision aids
[ ] (d) A point in the distance where a new speed limit 
starts
24. What does ‘A.B.S.’ stand for?
[ ] (a) Air bag supplied
[ ] (b) Automatic brake shutoff
[ ] (c) Air brake system
[*] (d) Anti-lock braking system
25. The flashing of the headlamp is used for one 
purpose only:
[ ] (a) To allow precedence to another vehicle
[ ] (b) To thank another driver for showing courtesy
[*] (c) To inform other road users of your presence
[ ] (d) To direct other vehicles to clear your path
26. Regarding positioning, when riding along a row of 
parked vehicles, you should be asking yourself:
[ ] (a) Am I close enough to avoid oncoming vehicles
[*] (b) Could I stop in time if a child ran out
[ ] (c) Do I need to consider a horn warning
[ ] (d) Am I making sufficient progress to avoid 
holding up following vehicles
27. Filtering is illegal…
[ ] (a) On a motorway
[ ] (b) On a dual carriageway
[ ] (c) In a car park
[*] (d) In the zig-zag zone such that you become the 
first vehicle over the pedestrian crossing
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28. When planning to overtake a large vehicle, the 
larger the vehicle in front:
[ ] (a) The further to the off side you need to be
[ ] (b) The further to the nearside you need to be
[*] (c) The further back you need to be
[ ] (d) The closer you need to be
29. What is a “lurker”?
[ ] (a) A vehicle which closes right up behind other 
vehicles and then sweeps out into full view
[ ] (b) A vehicle which follows other vehicles through 
overtakes regardless of there being room for two 
vehicles
[ ] (c) A pedestrian standing close into a hedgerow on 
a country road
[*] (d) Heavy goods vehicles that follow each other 
nose to tail

1. D.
2. Friction 
3. Speed/velocity…Radius of bend…Mass/weight 

of car
4. Distance travelled under braking 
5. The reaction time will increase, increasing the 

thinking distance and so increasing the stopping 
distance 

6. No, because although when the speed increases 
the thinking distance increases by the same fac-
tor the braking distance does not. Eg increasing 
from 20mph to 40mph the thinking distance in-
creases from 6 - 12 metres but the braking dis-
tance increases from 6 - 24 metres.

7. Yes with reason - data would have been 

checked/repeated, produced by a reliable/offi-
cial government source 
No with reason - does not apply in all condi-
tions/cars/drivers, only average valued 
Maybe with reason - cannot tell due to insuf-
ficient information

8. The battery needs charging less often. It in-
creases the range of the car (less demand for 
fossil fuels, lower emissions, lower fuel costs). 
Efficiency of the car is increased (energy effi-
cient). The decrease in kinetic energy charges 
the battery.

9. Reaction time/reaction of a driver does not de-
pend on the speed of the car 

10. B

Answers from Page 4

30. Which of these signs gives warning?
[ ] (a)
[ ] (b)
[*] (c)
[ ] (d)
31. When leaving the motorway always allow 
enough time for other drivers to react to your signals. 
Generally, you should indicate no later than:
[ ] (a) The start of the slip road
[ ] (b) The 100 yard marker
[ ] (c) The 200 yard marker
[*] (d) The 300 yard marker


